BOBERG ARMS
CORPORATION
The Boberg Arms Corporation was founded in 2009 by Arne and Melody Boberg. The Boberg’s
corporation is focused on creating world-class firearms made in the U.S.A. with an unwavering dedication to
quality, innovation and customer service.
In 2003 founder Arne Boberg saw a need for a smaller, more powerful firearm. Boberg noticed that
many manufacturers were taking their larger guns and cutting them down to make them smaller. Seeing that
this made the firearms lose power and reliability, Boberg recognized that small firearms needed to be
reinvented, not just repackaged.
Boberg devoted his nights and weekends for six years developing a semi-automatic pistol that was
small, reliable and powerful. As he began creating, Boberg utilized social media to understand gun enthusiasts’
needs and wants, incorporating them into his design. This created an avenue for ideas and feedback to be
shared. Client feedback and ideas positively impacted designs and will continue to be a valued part of the
culture at Boberg Arms.
Building on research, development and input, the patented XRTM reverse-feeding mechanism was
perfected. It loads cartridges nose forward into the back of the magazine. Live rounds are then lifted straight
into the chamber, eliminating the need for a feed ramp. This achieves a smaller firearm with superior ballistics,
the Boberg XR9-S.
With a strong belief in their firearm, the Bobergs opened the doors of their family owned company in
2009. As time progressed and the company grew, Melody’s position increased from bookkeeper to Vice
President of Operations. Arne continued to refine his innovative pistol design, while developing new products.
By June of 2011, manufacturing was in full swing, and three months later, the first XR9 was shipped.
Since the first prototype of the XR9, the Bobergs have been committed to maintaining the highest
standards of excellence, cutting-edge technology and unparalleled customer care. The company continues to
grow and looks forward to serving the needs of the firearm community.
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